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ABSTRACT
We interpret recent observations of high-to-low frequency drifting features in the spec-
tra of the repeating FRBs as evidence of sharply changing plasma properties in the
emission region, presumably the neutron star magnetospheres. The drifts are then
FRBs’ analogues of radius-to-frequency mapping in pulsars and Solar type-III radio
burst (but not in a sense of a particular emission mechanism). The drift rates of ∼ 100
MHz ms−1 at frequencies ∼ GHz translate to physical size of ∼ cω/ω˙ ∼ few ×108
cm, matching the hypothesis of the FRB origin in the magnetospheres of neutron
stars. We suggest that reconnection events result in generation of upward propagating
plasma beams that produce radio emission with frequency related to the decreasing
local magnetic field and plasma density.
1 INTRODUCTION: FREQUENCY DRIFTS IN FRBS
Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) (Lorimer et al. 2007; Petroff et al. 2019; Cordes & Chatterjee 2019) is a recently identified enigmatic
astrophysical phenomenon. A particular sub-class of FRBs - the repeating FRBs - show similar downward drifting features
in their dynamic spectra: FRB121102 (Hessels et al. 2019), FRB180814 (The CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019b), and
lately numerous FRBs detected by CHIME (The CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019a). The spectrum consists of narrow
frequency bands drifting with time down in frequency. The similarity in spectral behavior may hint at the physical origin of
the emission.
Previously, Lyutikov (2019) interpreted the frequency behavior in FRB121102 and FRB180814 as an indication of a some
kind of a stiff confining structures - most likely the ordered magnetic field, e.g., in neutron star magnetospheres. Narrow
spectral features could then be related to the spatially local plasma parameters (e.g., plasma and cyclotron frequencies) or
changing resonant conditions. Frequency drift then reflects the propagation of the emitting particles in changing magneto-
spheric conditions, similar to what is called “radius-to-frequency mapping” in pulsar research (e.g., Manchester & Taylor
1977; Phillips 1992).
Even before the discovery of radio emission from magnetars Lyutikov (2002) (see also Eichler et al. 2002) suggested that
magnetar radio emission will be (is) different from pulsar emission - it is magnetically powered in magnetars, similar to solar
flares - as opposed to rotationally powered in the case of pulsars. Lyutikov (2002) also argued that, quote, “one may expect the
frequency drift of the peak of radio emission, characteristic of type-III bursts”. With a due uncertainty (that this prediction
was not confirmed in magnetars and that not all FRBs show this behavior) we consider observations of drifting narrow band
emission in FRBs as pointing to reconnection-driven plasma processes in magnetar magnetospheres.
The frequency drift in FRBs is also reminiscent of type-III Solar radio bursts, whereby narrow frequency features show
high-to-low temporal evolution (e.g., Fainberg & Stone 1974). (Type-III Solar radio bursts show temporal behavior, intensity
∝ t−1 (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 in Fainberg & Stone 1974), which is similar to the observed behavior in FRBs Hessels et al. (2019)
and The CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. (2019b). We regard this similarity as a coincidence since the plasma parame-
ters/emission mechanisms are likely to be different in the two cases.)
Type-III Solar radio bursts arise due to the conversion of Langmuir waves into escaping modes (e.g., Zheleznyakov & Zaitsev
1970). The Langmuir waves, in turn, are excited by electron beams, presumably generated at reconnection sites. Applications
of these ideas to pulsars were thoroughly investigated in the early days of pulsar research, but with no firm conclusion (e.g.,
Ruderman & Sutherland 1975; Asseo et al. 1990, and reference there in). (See Melrose (2000) for critical review of pulsar radi-
ation theory). One of the biggest limitations in case of pulsars was a slow growth rate of Langmuir instabilities. Qualitatively,
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effective parallel mass scales as γ3 (hence it is hard to accelerate relativistic particle along the direction of its motion), and
bulk relativistic motion expected on the open field lines of pulsar magnetospheres further increases demands on the growth
rate of pure Langmuir instability (Lyutikov 1999).
2 COHERENT RADIO EMISSION FROM NEUTRONS STARS
The origin of pulsar radio emission(s) remains an unsolved problem (e.g., Melrose 2000). As discussed, e.g., by Lyutikov et al.
(2016), three different types of coherent radio emission from neutron stars can be identified: (i) normal pulses, exemplified by
Crab precursor; (ii) GPs, exemplified by Crab Main Pulses and Interpulses; (iii) radio emission from magnetars (coming from
the region of close field lines). Type-i and type-ii are rotationally powered, type-iii is magnetically powered.
All mechanisms of coherent plasma emission involve generation of unstable particle distribution, most likely driven by
a fast primary beam. The most promising approach is the “plasma maser” (e.g., Melrose 2000). Several conditions need to
be satisfied: (i) plasma supports normal modes that fall in the observed range; (ii) unstable part of particles’ distribution
should resonate with the normal modes; (iii) the corresponding growth rate should be fast enough; (iv) resulting modes need
to escape from plasma. So far, no single suggested mechanism of neutron star radio emission can satisfy all the criteria.
The plasma maser naturally generates narrow spectral features. Narrow spectral features can appear either due to the
existence of discrete plasma normal modes (e.g., related to the local magnetic field and/or plasma frequency), see §2.2, or due
to the resonant conditions for the emitting particles in continuous spectrum, see §2.3.
In addition, if plasma parameters change within the emission region, the corresponding spectral features will show spacial
evolution, that will translate into temporal changes due to time-of-flight effects. This is our basic interpretation of the drifting
features in FRBs’ spectra. In particular we favor a model whereby a plasma beam propagates upward in the neutron star
magnetosphere, emitting coherent radio emission corresponding to the local (and changing) plasma parameters.
We are not in a position at this moment to qualitatively assess validity of a particular coherent emission mechanisms in
FRBs (e.g., growth rates, see Lyutikov 2019). Yet what we can do is scale the plasma normal modes and resonant conditions
to the local plasma parameters in the neutron star magnetospheres and calculate the corresponding radius-to-frequency
evolution.
2.1 Estimates of the size of the emission region from frequency drifts
Hessels et al. (2019) reported characteristic drift rate in FRB 121102 of ∼ 200 MHz ms−1 (ω˙ ≈ 1012 rad s−2). Associating
the drift with a laterally broad (in a rotating frame) front of emitting particle propagating with nearly the speed of light,
dt ∼ dr/c, in plasma with changing parameters, we estimate the emitting size
dr ∼
cω
ω˙
= 3× 108cm (1)
where we used ω ∼ 1010 rad −1 for the observed frequency. The estimate (1) is only slightly larger than the radius of a
neutron star, further strengthening relation between FRBs and neutron stars. (The above estimate does not take into account
relativistic effects of motion along the line of sight, which generally involve a correction factor ∼ 1/Γ2. Such effects do not
apply to the emission produced by different parts of radially expanding emission front in the rotating magnetosphere, so that
the line of sight samples emission regions that are not necessarily causally connected.)
2.2 Proper emission frequencies
One of the important unknown factors comes from possible relativistic motion - both due to bulk motion of the emitting
plasma with Lorentz factor Γ and due to the internal particle motion with Lorentz factor γ. Let us assume that the plasma in
the emission region has proper (rest-frame) magnetic field B′ and density n′e. Assume also that bulk motion is along magnetic
field, so that B′ = B, where B is the observer-frame magnetic field.
The two fundamental frequencies are then the cyclotron frequency ωB = eB/(mec) and the plasma frequency ω
′
p =√
4pine2/(γme) (where we implicitly assumed that most of the motion in the plasma frame is along magnetic field, so that the
cyclotron frequency of the normal modes does not have a factor γ in the denominator). The observed frequencies are higher
by a Doppler factor δ.
If emission is related to the cyclotron frequency, then the observed frequency is
ω ≈ δ
eB
mec
(2)
In case of a neutron star with surface magnetic field BNS = bqBQ, where BQ = m
2
ec
3/(~e)
ω = δbq 511keV
(
r
RNS
)−3
(3)
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This clearly shows that radius-to-frequency mapping, ω ∝ r−3, but the corresponding frequencies are probably too high.
Next, let us consider a case when the emission is related to the plasma frequency. Two parametrization of n′e with B are
possible: (i) pulsar-like, normalizing the rest frame density to the GJ density (Goldreich & Julian 1969)
n′pulsar = κ
ΩB
2piecΓ
(4)
where κ ∼ 103 − 106 is the observer frame multiplicity (Fawley et al. 1977; Timokhin 2010) and Ω is the neutron star spin;
and (ii) magnetar-like (Thompson et al. 2002)
n′magnetar = dφ
B
2pierΓ
(5)
(the last comes from equating curlB ∼ dφB/r to (4pi/c)2nec, dφ is a typical twist angle in the magnetar magnetosphere.)
A merger of two Langmuir waves with frequency ∼ ω′p in the plasma frame will produce observed radiation at
1
ω ∼ δω′p =


(
κΩωB
δ
γ
)1/2
= 3× 1011
(
κ δ
γ
)1/2
b
1/2
q
(
P
10−3sec
)−2 ( r
rLC
)−3/2
rad s−1, for scaling (4)(
dφωBc
r
δ
γ
)1/2
= 3× 1011
(
dφ δ
γ
)1/2
b
1/2
q
(
P
10−3sec
)−2 ( r
rLC
)−2
rad s−1, for scaling (5)
(6)
Both these estimates can generally produce emission at the observed radio wavelengths.
The emission frequencies (6) demonstrate downward frequency drift as an emitting entity propagates up in the neutron
star magnetosphere. For dipolar magnetic field ∝ r−3, the scalings are ω ∝ t−3/2 and ω ∝ t−2 for the two cases (assuming
constant Doppler factor; for time-varying Doppler factor t→ t/δ(t)2 ).
2.3 Evolution of the resonance condition on anomalous Doppler effect
As discussed above the local emitted frequency can be determined either by the discreetness of the plasma mode (discussed
in §2.2) or due to the evolution of the resonant condition for a continuous modes. One such possibility is the emission at the
anomalous Doppler resonance (Lyutikov et al. 1999b,a). Emission is produced at
ω − k‖v‖ = −ωB/γres (7)
where γres is the Lorentz factor of fast resonant particles (note the minus sign on the rhs). In strongly magnetized plasma,
ωB ≫ ωp, ω the dispersion is ω/(kc) ≈ 1− ω
2
p/(γω
2
B). We expect then emission at
ω ≈ δ
ω3B
γresγω2p
= δb2q
m2ec
4
γresγ~2Ω
(
r
RNS
)6{ 1
κ
, for scaling (4)
dφ c
rΩ
, for scaling (5)
(8)
Eq. (8) shows very strong evolution of the emitted frequency with radius.
3 DISCUSSION
We interpret drifting spectral features in FRBs as effects of radius-to-frequency mapping within the emission region. The drift
rates are consistent with the locations in neutron star magnetospheres. We cannot identify a particular plasma mode/coherent
emission mechanism, yet a number of scalings with the plasma parameters are expected to produce downward frequency drifts.
Alternative interpretations of spectral drifts involve lensing and Doppler effects. In the lensing scenarios (Cordes et al.
2017) both upward and downward drifts are expected. Since all the FRBs show downward drift, this make a case against
lensing. The evolution of the frequency may also reflect Doppler boosting - if emission is produced at the source at a fixed
frequency due to Doppler boosting it will appear at different frequencies. In such case one then expects a strong correlation
between the intensity and the peak frequency. We reject this possibility: there is no monotonic trend in the brightness of the
sub-bursts, e.g., Fig. 1 of Hessels et al. (2019).
Above derivations of emission properties are surely order-of-magnitude estimates, and are bound to be limited in their
simplicity, as pulsar research showed for similar estimates in case of pulsars. For example, if emission is produced in magne-
tospheres of rotating neutron stars the Doppler factor δ will depend on time both due to rotation of the neutron star and due
to the propagation of the emitting structures in the curved magnetic field lines. Still, the above estimates demonstrate that
there is a genuine possibility of relating the origin of FBRs to neutron star magnetospheres.
Having narrowed down the most likely location of the FRBs’ emission to neutron stars magnetospheres, there are two
possible energy sources: rotation and magnetic field. Lyutikov et al. (2016) argued that if the FRBs are analogues of giant
pulses (GPs) but coming from young (ages tens to hundreds years) pulsars with Crab-like magnetic field, then the required
1 Non-linear plasma waves conversion processes in strong magnetic field might produce escaping electromagnetic waves (e.g.,
Mikhailovskii & Suramlishvili 1984; Melikidze & Pataraia 1984).
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initial periods need to be in a few msec range - a reasonable assumption for D ≤ few hundreds Mpc, but the identification of
the FRB host with a galaxy at D = 1 Gpc (Chatterjee et al. 2017) makes this possibility unlikely (Lyutikov 2017).
Our preferred model is the magnetically powered FBRs, associated presumably with magnetar flares (Popov & Postnov
2013). Let us next list a few observational arguments for and against associating FRBs with magnetar flares. Coherent
radio emission can be produced at the initial stage of a “reconnection flare”, whereby coherent “kinetic jets” of particles are
generated, like the ones in the studies of Crab flares (e.g., Cerutti et al. 2014; Lyutikov et al. 2017, 2018). But there are
observational constraints: (i) the SGR 1806 - 20 flare had peak power of 1047 erg s−1 (Palmer et al. 2005) but was not seen
by Parkes radio telescope (Tendulkar et al. 2016); that puts an upper limit on radio-to-high -energy efficiency ≤ 10−6. For
the Repeater, the first Repeater, the implied high energy luminosity would be then ≥ 1047 erg s−1. On the other hand, if the
Repeater was in our Galaxy the corresponding fluxes would be in GigaJansky, which are clearly not seen. Also in case of PSR
J1119-6127 magnetar-like X-ray bursts seem to suppress radio emission (Archibald et al. 2017), but this is probably related to
rotationally-driven radio emission, not reconnection-driven. Thus, only some special types of magnetars can produce FRBs.
Finally, associating FRBs with (special kinds of) magnetar flares may resolve the lack of periodicities in the appearance
of the FRBs from the Repeater(s): magnetospheric reconnection events appear randomly on closed field lines. This, combined
with short, millisecond-like periods, will likely erase the signatures of the rotational period in the observed time sequence of
the bursts.
In conclusion, FRB emission properties point to magnetospheres of neutron stars as the origin. Two types of mechanisms
can be at work - rotationally or magnetically powered. Rotationally-powered FRB emission mechanisms (e.g., as analogues of
Crab giant pulses Lyutikov et al. 2016) are excluded by the localization of the Repeating FRB at ∼ 1 Gpc (Spitler et al. 2016),
as discussed by Lyutikov (2017). Magnetically-powered emission has some observational constraints, but remains theoretically
viable.
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